OpenText™ Documentum XCP 1.X – XCP 2.3 Migration Assessment Service

Documentum XCP 2.3 can help you transform your business with the application platform that brings together content, process, and analytics.

Overview

OpenText Documentum XCP 2.3 is a business-transforming solution that integrates advanced enterprise content management capabilities with automated business processes to help you serve your customers better—with access to the right information at the right time.

Documentum xCP 2.3 has an optimized user interface with a fully integrated viewer and customer analytics to gain better insight. Build applications through configuration, not coding—and reuse components across applications to speed application delivery. Archive whole messages with Microsoft® Outlook® drag and drop functionality and offer context-sensitive menus.

With Documentum xCP 2.3, integration is easier, using connection points to web services and relational databases or application services. When you build an application, it automatically generates web services for things you model—and it makes it easier to integrate the system’s functionality into other systems.

Assessment Service to Determine What is Right for You

With our fixed-price Documentum xCP 1.x – xCP 2.3 Assessment Service, our professional services consultants will work with you to understand which solutions can enable you to solve your business challenges, such as:

- User Interface Experience
- Performances
- Integrations

Professional service consultants will provide assistance on business requirement analyses and technical implementation tasks and help you understand the migration strategy and plan—including cost and timeline.

The assessment is the starting point of a migration project from Documentum xCP 1.x to xCP 2.3. With the assessment service, the xCP practice team can determine the complexity of the migration, detect showstoppers, and provide a draft version of the migration plan and cost estimation.

DELIVERABLES

- Questionnaire communicated to related parties, such as:
  - Business/Operation owner and users
  - Technical staff (administrator, support team)
  - Development team
- Assessment report on current OpenText™ Documentum xCP 1.x app, including:
  - Outline of key functionalities
  - Outline of main technical components
- Draft Migration Plan
  - Corresponding xCP 2.3 functionalities and components for replacement
  - Level of migration complexity of each key functionality
  - In-place migration or data migration determination
  - Technical and functional